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Session Description
There is a transition gap between high schools and colleges, where high school 
teachers need to hear from college professors. Whether it is your best practices, 
challenges you are finding, or classroom research, one way to address the gap is 
to provide details to teachers. This session will draw on my experience as a high 
school teacher, mix in some research regarding vocational mathematics, and 
draw on experience as an editor of a mathematics journal and several books. 
The intention is to clarify why there are challenges communicating and how we 
might give high school teachers an edge preparing students for college 
destinations through the written medium. 



Why Write?
● Others need to learn from you
● Share best-practices (whether you think they are “best” or not)
● As a bridge over boundaries (such as College – High School)
● Support your organization
● Enrich your own understanding by engaging yourself in a communication 

activity (It helps your students, wouldn’t it help you to?).
● Develops your professionalism
● Adds to your experience profile
● Powerful to see yourself in print



What to Write?
● Letters to the Editor
● Short pieces – half page or less.
● Book Reviews
● Articles
● Columns
● Reports on events

● We can also talk about reports, academic journals, book chapters, and books.



What to Write cont.: On the Job Math?
● How does math get used in career destinations that high school students are 

headed to?

○ Many workplaces have difficulty identifying how they use math

○ There is a lack of recognition of math skills

○ K-12 teachers have limited access and little context
● Colleges are a pathway for many of these careers

○ Colleges are positioned to be an intermediary to address the gap

○ This would help teachers and promote college as a destination

Career orientation is 
just one option that is 
used as an example.

Other ideas will work 
much the same.



Communicating to Close the Gap
● Colleges have knowledge of math in occupational circumstances
● How can that be put into the hands of high school teachers?

● The OCMA could produce a publication …
● There is MathAMAYTC …  (Tim in Spring, 2020)
● There is the Ontario Mathematics Gazette … (Tim is the editor)

● Other publications – but for connecting with high schools the Gazette is the 
most direct and “local” in the sense of being Ontario focused.
○ The medium needs to suit the message



What is the Gazette?
● The oldest OAME/AOEM publication

o Since 1962
○ Abacus is since 1973
○ All issues in the OAME/AOEM archives

● Published in Sept., Dec., March, and June
○ December is in the final stages!

● Has an editorial team and there are a lot 
of reviewers.

● Includes French, but mainly English
● There is also an advertising manager
● The Communication Committee or the 

Board of Directors provides oversight of 
the Gazette and Abacus (as well as the 
website)



Editorial Team
● Tim Sibbald – Editor in Chief

○ Handles all interactions with authors
● Anne Yeager – Associate Editor
● Jacqueline Foster – Associate Editor
● Robert Sherk – Advertising Manager
● Gitta Berg – Proofreader / Copy editor
● Penny Clemens – Graphic Designer

You can be a Reviewer

Requests for reviews give an 
indication of what the article is 
about and the division.

You only reply if you have the time 
and are willing to review.

We have some, but could do with 
more, for Colleges and French.

@OAMEwrites



When you Write…
● Author agreement form is required

○ Sets out understanding that it is your work, that OAME/AOEM can publish it, etc.

● Photo and biography (less than 100 words) for articles, columns, and reports

● Editor goes over incoming and provides feedback or directs editorial process

○ Decides if review is necessary and if writing is ready

○ Answers questions for authors working on something who are not sure

■ For example, will consider K-12 details you may be unsure of



Letters to the Editor
● Express an opinion or make a case
● Must be consistent with the vision and mission of the OAME
● Not peer reviewed
● Needs to be clear
● Can be “against the grain” but must respectfully make it clear what the 

opinion or case is and why.

○ A place to start a dialogue about strengthening the College to High-School connection?

● Ask yourself – Is this something that readers would want to read?
● Example: In the December issue….



Short Pieces
● Half a page or less
● Not peer reviewed
● Help to fill the spaces at the ends of articles
● A good place for imaginations, but must be your own creation
● Examples, Jumbles, Sodokus, Ken Kens, Chess puzzles, Poetry, Word 

Searches, Photos highlighting something mathematical, Cartoons
● Suits workplace oriented photos – math tools of the trades?
● A straight forward way to make a contribution as your time permits



Book Reviews
● Did you know… OAME/AOEM members who get editor approval to review a 

book get reimbursed when they submit an acceptable review within a year 
(Note – receipts are needed showing $CAD amount.)

● A guide is available
● Basic structure – paragraph saying something good, paragraph saying what 

could be improved, and a few paragraphs saying where takes the reader
● Has to be respectful and sometimes diplomacy is required when addressing 

shortcomings in books
● Typical length is a page or two
● Editorial process applies
● CV-able



Articles
● Editor works with authors – particularly aspiring writers
● Aim for photos to be placed roughly where they belong
● If you know APA-7 wonderful, if not simply approximate style using previous 

Gazette issues (sample articles on website). If you aren’t sure what to do, ask 
or give it your best shot.

● When you submit an article – editor aims to get back within a few days – may 
recommend changes or may decide it is ready for review

● Peer review takes about 2.5 weeks (which is exceptionally fast) – three 
reviewers and the editor makes a decision based on them.

● You will receive the anonymized reviews and the editor decision



Article Review
● It is a “double blind 

peer review” process –
this is the gold 
standard in academic 
publishing.

● Feedback may include 
Track Changes or just 
a paragraph description 
that is constructive.

1. Please rate the enclosed article, using the following statements by 
checking a box on the right for each criterion.
Criterion: Disagree / Slightly Disagree / Slightly Agree / Agree / NA

The mathematics content is accurate.
The mathematics content is appropriate for our readers.
The ideas/activities are fresh and innovative.
The article is well written.
The ideas are well organized and clearly communicated.
The article is of interest to our readers.
The article is free of bias: sexual, ethnic, racial, or other stereotypes

(equity issues).
The article reflects the OAME Vision Statement (available on our 

website).
The article does not endorse, financially or otherwise, any specific 

commercial products or services?

2. Please check the box indicating what you think should be done with 
the paper and then explain in question 3.

Publish as is (following copy editing and proofreading).
Make minor revisions and then publish. 
Make major revisions and then publish. 
Reject manuscript. 



Article Details
● Appreciate they take time to write
● In my experience good articles entail clarifying one’s own thinking and often I 

find extensions that add value to classroom use afterwards.
● The process is fast in some places and slow in others
● The reviews are good professional learning – you get them back
● When through the editorial process there is a waiting period until you see it in 

print and the editor will mail you a hardcopy if you would like.

● Unless you have experience aim for one article at a time so that you get to 
know the work flow they entail.



Columns
● Requires an application to the editor
● Has to be approved by the Communications 

Committee (sub-committee of the Board of Directors)

● Must have a focus (College math?)
● Author must be credible as a columnist
● One approach is to write several articles and then 

make your case for a column
● Columns are due on a schedule (two months before 

each issue)



Report on an Event
● The Gazette includes reports for various events
● Should be Provincial or International in scope
● Some have regular reporters (e.g. Fields Report, NCTM Annual Conference)
● Some rely on hearing from people who attend (e.g. OCMA?, CMESG)

● If you think of reporting on an event
○ Ask the editor
○ Ask if it is suited to a Provincial publication (An OCMA Conference report is)
○ Photos can be included but should have permission if it is of specific people (crowds are okay)



Pet Peeves of the Editorial Team
● “great” – it’s a marvelous idea to use synonyms!
● Math is not “hard” – need specific language about the “hard” difficulty
● Sentences that repeat by saying what they mean several times, and often 

because they say whatever they are saying several times they become run on 
sentences.

● Insufficient details for references to materials beyond the article, or links to 
paid websites that don’t work for those who do not pay.

● When you finish writing something, set it aside for three days and then do a 
final polishing read before you send it in. This will help you catch many small 
glitches and makes it easier for the editorial team.



Last Gazette Thoughts
● Ontario math educators are the focus
● Consider your opportunities for:

○ Reviewing
○ Offering an opinion through a letter
○ Short pieces, such as connecting to trades
○ Book reviews – inquire first to get reimbursed
○ Articles – share your best practices

● The strength and longevity of the Gazette is
because of educators like you!



Other Publishing
● Reports – Generally grounded by the work 

that is being reported on. Find out if there are 
any specifications for publishing such as a 
style sheet.

● Book Chapters – Typically you hear of them 
through a call for chapters. Usually a 
proposal of a page or so before actually 
writing the chapter. Chapters typically ten 
pages or so. Follow style specified in the call.



Other Publishing
● Editing a Book – Begins with a proposal. 

Be specific and have a draft chapter and 
proposed list of chapters or explanation 
for how it will develop. Provide a 
timeline. You usually need to include 
your CV; Evidence of publishing is 
expected.

● Writing a Book – Requires substantial 
evidence of writing experience.



Questions?
Bounce and Idea?

timothys@nipissingu.ca

For the Gazette editor:
gazette@oame.on.ca
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